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Introduction

US economic slowdown in the second half of the nineties and the slowdown following 2001
- more marked in Europe than in US -, leading many to question the recipe for endogenous
self-sustained growth. The understanding of the sources of growth may mirror the larger
debate between the neoclassical and new growth theories, but economists generally agree
that this recent economic decline has largely been caused by the weak growth in TFP, i.e.,
that part of the rise in productivity which is neither due to the increase in capital nor to the
rise in the labour.
The “new” growth theory of Lucas (1988), Romer (1990a) and Barro (1990) and Barro
(1997) has human capital playing an important role in productivity growth because human
capital can help in explaining an economy’s capacity to absorb new technologies (Abromovitz
1986, Cohen and Levinthal 1989, Kneller 2005, Kneller and Stevens 2006). For example,
Benhabib and Spiegel (1994)’ empirical study suggests that human capital plays a role in
economic growth by helping in the adoption of technology from abroad and in creating the
appropriate domestic technology. Hence, according to these studies, human capital is the
most important force behind economic growth of countries.
Moreover, in response to the question of how technology diffusion affects economic growth,
there has been an emerging empirical literature examining the nexus between the channels
of technology diffusion and human capital in promoting economic growth. The evidence
on this issue is mixed as seen in the differing conclusions of Miller and Upadhyay (2000,
2002) and Olofsdotter (1998). However, a consistent feature of all the empirical studies on
this issue is the use of a cross- country regressions framework on a sample of developed
and developing countries. Cross-country regressions cannot control for the unobservable
heterogeneity which can arise, for example, from the different institutions in the various
countries. Furthermore, Rodriguez (2006) argued that policy analysis within the growthregression framework can carry considerable risks from the misspecification bias that come
from using such a specification when it is not valid.
Therefore, the effect of this important growth factor - human capital - on economic growth
remain ambiguous due to endogeneity and latent heterogeneity. In order to avoid the pitfalls
of these parametric cross-regression studies we use an alternative empirical methodology,
robust frontier in non parametric location-scale models to estimate the global frontier of 40
countries over 1970-2007, to answer our research question of whether a countries’ productivity
is affected by their existing levels of human capital.
We also control for the effect of openness on productivity. In particular we include in
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our analysis FDI as the most important openness channel for technology diffusion. FDI
leads to increases in productivity by spurring competition and transferring technology. New
foreign competition arrivals provide domestic firms an incentive to use existing resources
more efficiently which increases their productivity. Consequently, foreign firms have to invest
even more in order to keep up with their technological advantage (Glass and Saggi 1998).
FDI can also increase productivity through the transfer of technology. This occurs with the
adoption of new technology brought by foreign multinational companies, imports of hightechnology inputs, and the skills acquired by the local labour force as they are educated and
trained by the foreign firms (for the empirical evidence on the effect of FDI on productivity
see Mastromarco and Simar 2015a).1
In addition, by using nonparametric frontier methodology we can also study the channels
under which human capital affects the production process and its components: impact on
the attainable production set (input-output space), and the impact on the distribution of
efficiencies. We take into account the problem of unobserved heterogeneity and endogeneity
in the analysis of the influence of human capital on the production process by extending the
instrumental nonparametric approach proposed by Simar et al. (2015) to account also for
cross section and time dependence.
We use a flexible nonparametric two-step approach on conditional efficiencies to eliminate the dependence of production inputs/outputs on common and external factors. We
emphasize the usefulness of “pre-whitened” inputs/outputs to eliminate cross-section dependence and observed heterogeneity and to obtain more reliable measure of productivity and
efficiency to better investigate the impact of human capital on the catching-up productivity
process. Then, we take into account the problem of unobserved heterogeneity and endogeneity in the analysis of the influence of human capital on the production process by extending
the instrumental nonparametric approach proposed by Simar et al. (2015) to account also
for cross section and time dependence.

2

The Methodology

We apply Simar et al. (2015) methodology and consider a Data Generating Process (DGP)
characterizing the production process in the presence of observed environmental factors and
unobserved and latent heterogeneity, we extend their models to a dynamic framework to allow
1

Using these arguments, Borensztein et al. (1998), De Mello (1999) and Xu (2000) conclude that FDI
increases an economys productive efficiency. Javorcik (2004) argues that FDI can also raise productivity
growth through vertical spillovers rather than horizontal spillovers.
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the introduction of the time dimension and cross sectional dependence (CSD). Consider a
generic input vector X ∈ Rp+ , a generic output vector Y ∈ R+ and we will denote by Z ∈ Rr
the generic vector of environmental variables (FDI in our study). Since we are in a context
of panel data, our sample will be denoted by (Xit , Yit , Zit ), with i = 1, . . . , n being the firm
index and t = 1, . . . , s the time index. Moreover, one of production factors, human capital
“X H ” in our case, suffers from endogeneity and latent heterogeneity, because it is correlated
with the environmental variables affecting the heterogeneity in the production process which
is not observed.
To better investigate the influence of globalization factors (e.g., technological shocks and
financial crises) on the economic performance of countries under analysis, we envelop the
effect of CSD on the production process (Mastromarco and Simar 2015b). Hence, we assume
that the production process is function of unobserved time-varying factors. As proposed by
Pesaran (2006), Bai (2009) we will consider Ft = (t, X·t , Y·t) as proxy for the unobserved
nonlinear and complex trending patterns associated with globalisation and the businesscycle.2

2.1

Frontier models in presence of observable external factors and
cross sectional dependence

We start summarizing the setup of frontier models in presence of observable heterogenous
factors Z and global factors (cross sectional dependence) Ft (see Mastromarco and Simar
2015a) to then extend our framework at the case of unobservable heterogenous variables.
The production process is a process generating inputs X ∈ Rp+ and outputs Y ∈ R+ ;

we define the unconditional (marginal) attainable set of feasible combinations of inputs and
outputs as Ψ = {(x, y) ∈ Rp+1
+ |x can produce y}.

When we want to condition the frontier analysis to some environmental factors (Z, Ft ), as
is our setup here, we define the attainable set Ψz,ft ⊂ Rp+1
as the support of the conditional
+
probability (Cazals et al. 2002):
HX,Y |Z,Ft (x, y|z, ft ) = Prob (X ≤ x, Y ≥ y | Z = z, Ft = ft ) .

(1)

Accordingly, and following Daraio and Simar (2005), when the output is univariate, the
conditional frontier function at input x, facing conditions z and ft (in particular at time t),
2

Here we use the standard notation where a dot in a subscript, means that we averaged over this index.
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is defined as3
τ (x, z, ft ) = sup{y|SY |X,Z,Ft (y|x, z, ft ) > 0},

(2)

where SY |X,Z,Ft (y|x, z, ft ) = Prob(Y ≥ y|X ≤ x, Z = z, Ft = ft ) (note the difference in the

conditioning for X, the inputs, and for Z and Ft , the environmental and global factors; to
respect the vfor Z but not for X ). Again we can report the Farrell-Debreu conditional
efficiency scores as
λ (x, y|z, ft ) = τ (x, z, ft )/y = sup{λ|SY |X,Z,Ft (λy|x, z, ft ) > 0}.

(3)

A nonparametric estimator of the conditional survival function SY |X,Z,Ft (y|x, z, ft ) could
be obtained by using standard smoothing methods where a bandwidth h has to be determined for each component of (Z, Ft ) (as e.g. in Badin et al., 2010). In summary, these
nonparametric estimators are consistent with rate n1/(p+1) and Weibull limiting distribution
for the unconditional FDH (see Park et al., 2000). For the conditional case, we have similar
results where n is replaced by nhd where d is the dimension of all the conditioning variables
(Z, Ft ) (see Jeong et al., 2010). So the rates of convergence of the conditional estimators are
deteriorated by the dimension d.
In most of the empirical examples, a naive application of these nonparametric techniques
may be problematic because real samples contain in general some anomalous data. In that
case, the estimated frontier is fully determined by these outliers or extreme data points and
the measurement of inefficiencies are totally unrealistic. Whereas most of the practitioners
use a rule of thumb for outliers elimination, better approaches have been proposed in the
frontier literature (Cazals et al., 2002; Daouia and Simar, 2007) to keep all the observations in
the sample but to replace the frontier of the empirical distribution by (conditional) quantiles
or by the expectation of the minimum (or maximum) of a subsample of the data. This
latter method defines the order-m frontier that we will use here. To be short, the partial
output-frontier of order-m is defined for any integer m and for an input x, as the expected
value of the maximum of the output of m units drawn at random from the populations of
firms using less inputs than x. Formally
τm (x) = E [max(Y1 , . . . , Ym )] ,

(4)

where the Yj are independently distributed as SY |X (·|X ≤ x). The same applies for the
3

We only focus the presentation on the output orientation version of the estimators, the same could be
done for any other orientation (input, hyperbolic, directional distance).
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conditional order-m frontier τm (x, z, ft ) where the Yj are distributed as SY |X,Z,Ft (·|X ≤
x, Z = z, Ft = ft ). Nonparametric estimators are obtained by plugging the nonparametric
estimators of the survival functions in (4).
If m increases and converges to ∞, it has been shown (see Cazals et al., 2002) that the
order-m frontier and its estimator converge to the full frontier, but for a finite m, the frontier
will not envelop all the data points and so is much more robust than the FDH to outliers and
extreme data points (see e.g. Daouia and Gijbels, 2011, for the analysis of these estimators
from a theory of robustness perspective). Another advantage of these estimators is that
√
they achieve the parametric rate of convergence n and that they have a normal limiting
distribution.
To clean the effect of global factors Ft , and i.e. cross section dependence and eternal
observed factor F DI, we will rather follow the approach suggested in Florens et al. (2014)
which avoids direct estimation of the conditional survival function SY |X,Z,Ft (y|x, z, ft ). As
pointed by Florens et al., the procedure is less impacted by the curse of dimensionality (of
the conditioning variables Z, Ft ) and requires smoothing in these variables in the center of
the data cloud and so avoiding smoothing at the frontier where typically the data are rather
sparse and estimators are more sensitive to outliers. Moreover the inclusion of time factor
Ft = (t, X·t , Y·t) enables us to eliminate the common time factor effect, in a very flexible
nonparametric location-scale model.4
We thus assume that the data are generated by the following nonparametric location-scale
regression model
(
Xit = µx (Zit , Ft ) + σx (Zit , Ft )εx,it
,
(5)
Yit = µy (Zit , Ft ) + σy (Zit , Ft )εy,it
where µx , σx and εx have each p components and, for ease of notations, the product of vectors
is componentwise. So the first equation in (5) represents p relations, one for each component
of X. We assume that each element of εx and εy have mean zero and standard deviation
equal to 1. The model also assume that (εx , εy ) is independent of (Z, Ft ).
This model allows us to capture for any (z, ft ), for each input, j = 1, . . . , p and for the out

(j)
put, the locations µx (z, ft ) = E (X (j) |Z = z, Ft = ft ) , µy (z, ft ) = E [(Y |Z = z, Ft = ft )]


(j),2
and the scale effects σx (z, ft ) = V (X (j) |Z = z, Ft = ft ) , σy2 (z, t) = V [(Y |Z = z, Ft = ft )]
4

The statistical properties of the resulting frontier estimators are established in Florens
√ et al. (2014). In
particularly, they demonstrate the consistency for the full-frontier FDH estimator and n-consistency and
asymptotic normality for the robust order-m frontiers. Moreover, they prove that, if the functions µℓ and σℓ
for ℓ = 1, 2, are smooth enough, the FDH estimator would keep its usual nonparmetric rate of convergence
i.e. n1/(p+1) .
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of the environmental and common factors on the production plans.5
As explained in Florens et al. (2014), εx and εy can be interpreted as “pure” inputs and
output, because due to the independence between the vector (εx , εy ) and (Z, Ft ), they can
be viewed as “whitened” versions of X and Y respectively. Since no particular assumption is
made on the distribution of (εx , εy ), the model remains basically nonparametric. Note also
that in the case where (Z, Ft) would be independent of all the inputs X and of the output
Y , the functions µℓ and σℓ would be constant for ℓ = x, y and (εx , εy ) would simply be a
standardized version of the original inputs and output.
To estimate the production frontier we follow the method in two stages proposed by
Florens et al. (2014). In the first stage we estimate model (5) by using some usual nonparametric techniques (e.g. local constant or local linear): (i) estimation of the location
functions µℓ (zit , ft ) and (ii) estimation of the variance functions σℓ2 (zit , ft ) by regressing the
square residuals, resulting from the location regression, on (z, ft ). For the location we use
local linear and for the variance local constant to avoid negative values of the estimated
variances. From this first analysis we obtain the residuals
Xit − µ
bx (Zit , Ft )
,
σ
bx (Zit , Ft )
Yit − µ
by (Zit , Ft )
,
=
σ
by (Zit , Ft )

εbx,it =
εby,it

(6)
(7)

where for ease of notation, a ratio of two vectors has to be understood component wise. These
are the whitened inputs and output obtained by eliminating the influence of the external
and other environmental variables as common factors. In practice we will need to test the
independence between (b
εx,it , εby,it ) and (Zit , Ft ), i.e. the independence of whitened inputs and
output from the external and global effects to validate the location-scale model (see Florens
et al. 2014, for a bootstrap based testing procedure).

2.2

Latent Heterogeneity and Endogeneity

In this paper, for estimating the conditional measures we take also into account the problem
of latent heterogeneity and endogeneity - due to omitted relevant variables - and follow
the approach suggested in Simar et al. (2015). In particularly, we decompose our input

vector X = X K , X L , X H ∈ Rp+ and we assume that human capital, X H , is linked to the
unobserved variable V . The neglect of a latent factor V , or unobserved global factors Ft
5

Hereafter, for a vector a, a(j) denotes its j th component.
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(hence cross section dependence) or an observed one Z will cause an endogeneity problem
(see Simar et al. 2015).
We will solve the problem of the latent factor V by assuming that the relationship between
our input X H and V is through the instrumental variable W :
X H = φ(W, V )

(8)

where W is an observed variable correlated with X H and independent of V . As explained
by Simar et al. (2015), under the assumption of monotonicity of φ with repsect to V and
uniform distribution of V on [0, 1], V can be identified by conditional distribution of X H
given the instrument W :
V = FX H |W

(9)

The latent variable V captures the part of the observable variable X H independent from
the instrument W . In our empirical application, human capital H (measured as average
years of education in the population) impacts the productivity of a country. However, there
may exist unobserved characteristics of the countries that may influence both the existing
level of education and the productivity, as the quality of institutions. To take into account
this latent heterogeneity we use life expectancy as instrumental variable W . The estimated
V captures the variation of human capital which does not depend on life expectancy. This
estimated unobservable heterogeneity, correlated with human capital, might be interpreted
as absorptive capability, defined as the potential to master new knowledge embodied in
innovation, which acts as free disposal input. The innovation has similar attributes as a
public good, indeed it is non rival and non exclusive. Given these features, there exists
the problem to protect the property rights of innovations which would guarantee profits
to the innovators and stimulate new efforts to innovate. Hence, it is very likely that, this
unobservable factor is capturing the quality of institutions (e.g. very high in US, very low
in Mexico) and the difference in property rights systems among countries.
We estimate the pure frontier and pure efficiency by conditioning on unobserved (Vb )
variables whose predicted value for each observation is given by (see Simar et al. 2015):
cit = FbX H |W =
V

Pn

j=1 1I(XH,J
Pn
j=1

≤ XH,i )Khw (Wi − Wj )
Khw (Wi − Wj )

If Vb 6⊥
⊥ Z we cannot ignore to condition also on V the attainable set
7

(10)

τ (x, z, ft , v) = sup{y|SY |X,Z,V (y|x, z, v) > 0} =

(11

= sup{y|P rob(Y ≥ y|X ≤ x, Z = z, V = v) > 0} =
Yit − µy (Zit , Ft , Vit )
yit − µy (Zit , Ft , Vt )
= sup{y|P rob(
≥
|
σy (Zit , Ft , Vt )
σy (Zit , Ft , Vt )
Xit − µx (Zit , Fit , Vt )
xit − µx (Zit , Ft , Vit )
≤
, Z = z, V = v) > 0} =
σx (Zit , Ft , Vit )
σx (Zit , Ft , Vit )
= µy (Zit , Ft , Vit ) + σy (Zit , Ft , Vit ) sup{ey |P rob(εy,it ≥ ey,it |εx,it ≤ ex,it , Z = z, V = v) > 0}
Since our purpose is to investigate the relationship between our cleaned measure of efficiency and this unobserved factor, to avoid to estimate spurious relationtionship, we clean
cit from the influence of external variables (Zit , Ft ) and we obtain
also V
εbv =

cit − µ
V
bVcit (Zit , Ft )
σ
bVcit (Zit , Ft )

,

(12)

this is the whitened εbv obtained by eliminating the influence of the external and other
environmental variables as common factors.
Define the attainable conditional set of pure inputs and output (εx , εy ) as

εv ) = Prob(εx ≤ ex , εy ≥ ey | εbv ) > 0 .
Ψv̂ε = (ex , ey |b
εv ) ∈ Rp+1 |Hεx ,εy |bεv (ex , ey |b
The nonparametric FDH estimator is obtained by plugging the empirical estimators
b εx ,εy (ex , ey |b
εv ) obtained with the observed residuals defined in (6) and (7). As shown
H

in Florens et al. (2014), replacing the unobserved (εx , εy ) by their empirical counterparts
(b
εx , εby ) does not change the usual statistical properties of frontier estimators. So we have
√
the consistency for the full-frontier FDH estimator and n-consistency and asymptotic normality for the robust order-m frontiers. It is conjectured in Florens et al. (2014), that if the
functions µℓ and σℓ for ℓ = x, y, are smooth enough, the conditional FDH estimator would

keep its usual nonparametric rate of convergence i.e. n1/(p+1) .
Accordingly, the conditional pure output oriented technical efficiency of a production
plan (εx,it , εy,it ) facing conditions εbv , is defined by measuring the distance of a particular

point (εx,it, εy,it ) to the conditional efficient frontier. Since the pure inputs and output are
centered on zero, they may have negative values and so radial distances are inappropriate.
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We should rather use directional distances defined for a particular unit (ex , ey ) as
ev = εbv ) > 0},
δ(ex , ey |b
εv ; dx , dy ) = sup{γ|Hεx,εy |bev (ex − γdx , ey + γdy |b

(13)

where dx ∈ Rp+ and dy ∈ R+ are the chosen direction. In our case here we choose an output
orientation so that dx = 0 and we can choose dy = 1, for more general cases, see Simar and
Vanhems (2012) (if only some elements of dx = 0 see Daraio and Simar, 2014 for practical
computations). So, for this particular output direction and in the case of univariate output
we follow here, the optimal production frontier can be described at any value of the pure
input ex ∈ Rp , by the function
εv ) > 0},
ϕ(ex |v̂) = sup{ey |Hεx ,εy |bev (ex , ey |b

(14)

so that the distance to the frontier of a point (ex , ey ), in the output direction, is directly
given by δ(ex , ey |b
εv ; 0, 1) = ϕ(ex |b
εv ) − ey . Then, for each units in the sample, the “pure”
efficiency estimator is obtained through

b εx,it , εby,it |b
δ(b
εv ; 0, 1) = ϕ(b
b εx,it |b
εv ) − εby,it ,

(15)

where ϕ(·)
b is the conditional FDH estimator of the pure efficient frontier in the output
direction. It is simply obtained as
b εx ,εy |bεv (ex , ey |b
εv ) > 0}
ϕ(e
b x |b
εv ) = sup{ey |H
=

max

{(i,t)|εd
ev −b
εv |≤hεbv
x,it ≤ex },|b

εby,it .

(16)

Similar expressions can be derived for the order-m efficiency estimator. As explained above,
the order-m frontier at an input value ex , is the expected value of the maximum of the
outputs of m units drawn at random in the population of units such that εx,it ≤ ex and
ev = εbv . The nonparametric estimator is obtained by looking to its empirical version:
b
b [max (εy,1t , . . . , εy,mt ) |b
ϕ
bm (ex |b
εv ) = E
ev = εbv ] ,

(17)

εx,it ≤
where the εy,it are drawn from the empirical conditional survival function Sbεy |εx ,bev (ey |b
ex , b
ev = εbv ). This can be computed by Monte-Carlo approximation or by solving a univariate
numerical integral (for practical details see Simar and Vanhems 2012, Daraio and Simar
2014).
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2.3

Effect of Vb on the production process

To investigate the impact of the ’cleaned’ latent variable εbv , on the production process,
b εx,it , εby,it |b
we compare the conditional measures δ(b
εv ; 0, 1) with the unconditional measures
b εx,it , εby,it; 0, 1). We follow the procedure described in details in Daraio and Simar (2014)
δ(b
where they adapt the methodology of Bădin et al. (2012) for radial oriented distances to the
direction distances case. The procedure allows to disentangle the potential effects of εbv on
the boundary (shift of the frontier) and on the distribution of the inefficiencies.
The first effect can be investigated by considering the difference of unconditional to
conditional efficiency scores, which are measures relative to the full frontier of respectively,
the unconditional and the conditional attainable sets. So we have
b εx,it , εby,it ) − δ(b
b εx,it , εby,it |b
RO (ex , ey |b
ev ) = δ(b
εv ).

(18)

By construction, for the output orientation, RO (ex , ey |b
εv ) ≥ 0 (the conditional efficient
boundary is below the unconditional one). Looking to these differences as a function of ebv
allows to investigate the effect of innovation and quality of institutions of a country on this

potential shift.6
A global tendency of the differences to decrease with the conditioning variables indicates
a positive effect (the conditional efficient frontier moves up to the unconditional one when

the variables increase, i.e. the variables act as freely available inputs) and unfavorable in the
opposite case (the conditional efficient boundary moves away form the marginal one when
the variables increase, the variables act as undesirable outputs).
As illustrated in Daraio and Simar (2007), some extreme or outlying data points may hide
the real effect of ebv , so it is suggested to do the same analysis with our order-m frontier, with

large values of m to get robust estimates of the full frontier (we discuss in the application
how to select m for this purpose). In this case, the difference to be analyzed are given by
RO,m (ex , ey |b
ev ) = δbm (ex , ey ) − δbm (ex , ey |b
εv ).

(19)

As pointed in Bădin et al. (2012), the full frontier differences, or their robust version with
large values of m, indicate only the influence of the latent variable Vb on the shape of the

frontier, whereas the partial frontiers for small values of m, characterizes behavior of the shift
6

As suggested in our previous paper (Mastromarco and Simar 2015a), the effect could be different for
different values of X (possibility of interactions), and, hence, the analysis of these differences has to be done
for fixed levels of the inputs x.
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more in the center of the distribution of efficiencies, inside the attainable sets. For instance
if m = 1, the order-m frontier turns out to be an average production function and the
differences (19) would analyze the shift of the mean of the distribution of the inefficiencies.
Some potential shifting effect already observed with (18) could be enhanced (or reduced) if
the effect is different with the differences (19).
But, as for the full differences above, a tendency of RO,m (ex , ey |b
ev ) to increase with the
conditioning variables indicates a negative effect of these variables on the distribution of the
efficiencies (the conditional distribution is less concentrated to its upper boundary when the
conditioning variables increase) and the opposite in the case of a favourable effect. If this
effect is similar to the one shown with the differences with full frontier, we can conclude that
we have a shift of the frontier while keeping the same distribution of the efficiencies when
the conditioning variable ebv change; if the effect with the partial frontiers is more important
than for the full frontier, this indicates that in addition to a shift of the frontier, we have

also an effect on the distribution of the efficiencies. Moreover, we follow the procedure and
algorithm illustrated in Daraio and Simar (2014) for testing the significance of the b
ev variable

on the average efficiency scores.

3
3.1

Empirical Application
The data and the variables

Our non parametric approach in constructing the worldwide production frontier does not
require the specification of the production functional form, and also limit the problem of
‘curse of dimensionality’ at the second stage of our methodology. In addition, we provide an
analysis which is robust to extreme or outlying data points that might hide some features of
the production process. We consider the simplest production model with only four macroeconomic variables: aggregate output and three aggregate inputs (labour, capital and human
capital).
Human capital is dealt differently from the other two more conventional production
factors (capital K and labour L). Indeed, human capital may affect the production process
in two way: it may influence the the attainable set: Ψz = {(x, y) | Z = z, x can produce y},
as a production input (Mankiw et al. 1992), or the efficiency distribution as productivity
factor (Lucas 1988, Romer 1990a).

The dataset is collected over the period, 1970-2007 (38 years) for a total of 40 countries
using data from the Penn; 26 are developed OECD countries (Australia, Austria, Belgium,
11

Canada, Chile, Hong Kong, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Israel,
Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,
Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United States) and 14 are developing countries (Argentina, Bolivia, Côte d’Ivoire, Dominican Republic, Honduras, Jamaica, Kenya, Malawi,
Morocco, Philippines, Thailand, Venezuela, Zambia, Zimbabwe).7
We use data from the Penn World Tables (version 8) where output is the real gross
domestic product RGDP measured in million US dollars at 2005 constant prices. For labor
input, we use the number of workers EMP . Capital stock K which is our chosen input is
then measured in million US dollars at 2005 constant prices. All three variables are rescaled
to get a standard deviation of 1 and then transformed in logarithms before estimation.
For human capital we use the variable H defined as “index of human capital per person,
based on years of schooling (Barro and Lee 2012) and returns to education (Psacharopoulos
1994)”. The purpose of this study is to re-exam the growth effect of human capital. We thus
acknowledge the endogenous growth models of Lucas (1988) and Romer (1990a) that use a
theoretical framework where persistent economic growth is conditional on the accumulation
of human capital.8 The empirical growth literature emphasises the latent heterogeneity and
endogeneity of human capital in the economic process, due to unobserved characteristics,
which may impact both the level of education and the level of output. This problem leads
often to counter-intuitive results due to the difficulty to properly assess the impact of this
important economic growth driver on country’s output. Indeed, many empirical papers find
not significant or even negative impact of human capital on economic growth.9 To take
7

The choice of countries depends on data availability, the constraint variable is human capital. Developed
and developing countries are classified following the World Bank (2007) classification.
8
The new endogenous growth theories (Aghion and Howitt 1992); Romer (1990a) describe human capital
as the engine of growth through innovation. Grossman and Helpman (1991) show that the skill composition
of the labor force matters for the amount of innovation in the economy. In particular, they obtain that an
increase in the stock of skilled labor is growth-enhancing while an increase in the stock of unskilled labor can
be growth-depressing. Benhabib and Spiegel (1994), Tallman and Wang (1994) find that the channel through
which human capital positively affects output is through the efficiency enhancing effect. Recent contributions
emphasise the different roles that different types of human capital may play in either backward or advanced
economies (Caselli and Coleman, 2006), and the distinction between innovation activities and adoption of
existing technologies from the (world) technology frontier (Acemoglu et al., 2006). In this context, lowskilled human capital appears better suited to the adoption of technology in low-income countries, while
skilled human capital has a growth enhancing impact which increases with the level of development (Caselli
and Coleman 2006, Vandenbussche et al. 2006).
9
Romer (1990b), Benhabib and Spiegel (1994) and Barro (1997) find a significantly positive effect of
schooling levels on output growth, while Cohen and Soto (2001) find no link. Temple (1999) and De La
Fuente and Domenech (2001) find a significantly positive correlation between improvements in education
and growth, while Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995), Caselli et al. (1996), and Pritchett (2001) find no effect
of schooling improvements on growth. Topel (1999) and Krueger and Lindahl (2001) find both education
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into account the unobserved heterogeneity and endogeneity of human capital we use life
expectancy as instrument. This variable (from World Bank Indicators) is measured as “life
expectancy at birth indicates the number of years a newborn infant would live if prevailing
patterns of mortality at the time of its birth were to stay the same throughout its life”.
For globalization factor we identify one of the most important channels: FDI inflows,
measured as net inflows of foreign direct investment, which are then transformed as a ratio
to GDP.10 This external variable FDI might suffer from endogeneity bias. The endogeneity
caused by reverse causality is still an open issue in the empirical studies investigating the
relationship between total factor productivity (TFP) and FDI. We explicitly address this
issue by eliminating in the first stage the dependence of the FDI on the production process.
Furthermore, the global economy becomes increasingly integrated, all the individual countries are likely to be exposed more to global shocks. As explained above we follow Pesaran
(2006) and Bai (2009) and consider Ft = (t, X·t , Y·t) as proxy for these common factors.

3.2

Effect of human capital on the production process

In our framework we consider that there is an unobserved heterogeneity, as quality of institutions (e.g. different property right systems) and different absorptive capability among
countries, which determines the level of innovation and, hence, it affects our production data
generation process. We assume that these latent factors are linked to one of our production
factor and, specifically, to human capital variable.
To identify this non-observable factor which is related to the level of human capital, we
use life expectation as instrument. Indeed, the human capital is linked to the life expectation
but there exists a non-observable factor which may also influence the level of human capital
in a country as quality of institutions. Therefore, by following Simar et al. (2015) we use life
expectancy as an instrument W to identify the latent factor. We calculate the predicted value
Vb for each observation given by equation 10 as explained in section 2.2. We then estimate
the conditional output-oriented efficiency, conditional on observed and non-observed factors.
The latent factor Vb proxies for the aggregate effect of human capital not explained by life

expectation - our instrument W -. In our macroeconomic contest, this component would be
related, for example, to the influence of institutions as difference in property rights systems
or absorptive capability, defined as the potential to master new knowledge, among countries.
level and improvement effects on growth.
10
FDI is sourced from the World Bank World Development Indicators and Unctad, all the other data from
PWT 8. The observation period is selected by the data availability.
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Figure 1 shows the distributions and Table 1 summarizes descriptive statistics for the latent
factor for 40 countries. The highest values over the sample period are registered by USA,
New Zealand and Australia, whereas France, Portugal, Italy and Spain stand at the bottom
of the ranking. These low values are mainly due to the fact that, in these countries, the
life expectancy is very high. We may infer that these countries benefit from the increase
in human capital more in terms of highest life expectancy than in better quality of their
institutions.
To explore if our predicted latent variable are somehow linked to absorptive capability,
defined as the potential to master new knowledge and, hence, to the level of innovation in a
country, and to quality of institutions, in Table 3 we report the correlations between Vb and

R&D (expenditure in R&D as %of GDP) and with ‘The Worldwide Governance Indicators
(WGI)” from the Wold Bank for the available countries and periods: voice and accountability,
political stability and absence of violence, government effectiveness, regulatory quality, rule
of law, and control of corruption.11 As Table 3 exhibits the correlations are all positive
and significant, and unveil that our estimated unobserved factor is significantly positive

correlated with R&D expenditure (as % of GDP), and with these governance indicators,
especially with Political Stability, Rule of Law and Control of Corruption. This evidence
seems to confirm that our latent variable is somehow connected to the level of innovation
and quality of institutions. To give a visual impression of the change in latent factor over
time, average value for each year is displayed in Figure 2 for United States, New Zeeland,
Australia, Morocco, Spain, Belgium and Italy.
To take into account the impact on the production process of observed and non-observed
common factors, we follow the two-stage estimation procedure described above which enables
us, in the first stage, to better capture the impacts of global shocks (such as FDI, trade policy
11

As reported in the World Bank web site www.govindicators.org “The Worldwide Governance Indicators
(WGI) project reports aggregate and individual governance indicators for over 200 countries and territories
over the period 1996 - 2015, for six dimensions of governance: 1. Voice and accountability (VA), the
extent to which a country’s citizens are able to participate in selecting their government, as well as freedom
of expression, freedom of association, and free media 2. Political stability and absence of violence (PV),
perceptions of the likelihood that the government will be destabilized or overthrown by unconstitutional or
violent means, including political violence and terrorism 3. Government effectiveness (GE), the quality of
public services, the quality of the civil service and the degree of its independence from political pressures,
the quality of policy formulation and implementation, and the credibility of the government’s commitment
to such policies 4. Regulatory quality (RQ), the ability of the government to formulate and implement
sound policies and regulations that permit and promote private sector development 5. Rule of law (RL), the
extent to which agents have confidence in and abide by the rules of society, and in particular the quality of
contract enforcement, the police, and the courts, as well as the likelihood of crime and violence 6. Control
of corruption (CC), the extent to which public power is exercised for private gain, including both petty and
grand forms of corruption, as well as “capture” of the state by elites and private interests.”
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and cycle fluctuations) and, hence, CSD on the world production frontier and technical
efficiency. By applying the estimation of the models (5) to our transformed data, we obtain
by equations (6) and (7) the “pure” versions of our inputs , b
ǫx (capital, labour and human

capital) and of the output b
ǫy (GDP). Before looking for frontier estimates we have to verify
if the “pure” inputs-output (εx , εy ) are independent of the conditioning variables (Ft , Z).

Table 2 reports the correlations between εx , εy and time factors Ft = (t, X·t , Y·t ) and F DI.
They are very small indicating that our first stage location-scale model has cleaned most of
the effects of these variables and confirming that the influence of FDI and the cross section
dependence has been removed from our data.
The estimation of the world production frontier then follows in the second stage. The

full frontier estimate is the FDH of the preceding cloud of points and was defined above as
ϕ(e
b x |b
εv ). For the robust version of the full frontier, we select m = 500 (this leaves 33% of
data points above the corresponding order-m frontier).
To assess the influence of cleaned latent variable εbv defined as “the part of the human
capital which is not related to the life expectancy” on the production process, we investi-

gates the differences of conditional and unconditional efficiency measures for full and partial
frontier as discussed in Section 2.3. The results of the potential effects of the latent variable
εbv are shown in Figure 3 for the diffferences (19) for m = 500 (robust version of the full

differences) and for m = 1 to assess the influence of εbv on the average of the inefficient
distribution.
The main messages of these pictures is as follows. To investigate the effect of εbv on the

shift of the frontier, we have to analyze the differences for robust version (Figure 3 right
panel) of the full frontier. We see for the right panel a nonlinear shape with the level of

the differences very low and near to zero that, in our setup, we can interpret that we have
not shifts of the frontiers when human capital increases. So, εbv does not act on the shift
of the boundary. Hence, from this evidence, εbv appears not to play an important role in
accelerating the technological change (shifts in the frontier).
The Figure 3 allows to identify some changes in the distribution of the inefficiencies due

to εbv . Globally, we can see some changes in the shape of the clouds of points and we observe
a clear decreasing trend of differences with respect to εbv . The level of these differences is
different from zero. Combining this result with the previous on the shift of the technology,
we could interpret as the fact that εbv , which captures absorptive capacity, thus the capability
to assimilate innovations, induces catching-up to the production frontier, but not necessarily
shifts of it. This seems to suggest that countries benefit from new technology only when
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they have the ability to exploit it. Countries can switch to a better technology if they
accumulate the technology-specific expertise (Greenwood and Jovanovic 2001, Helpman and
Rangel 1999).
Efficiency is the most important growth component for convergence analysis of countries
that are below the technological frontier because it reflects “the process of imitation and
transmission of existing knowledge” (Romer 1986). Quah (1997), Mankiw et al. (1992), Barro
and Sala-i-Martin (1995) argue that slow convergence in the level of output per worker is
caused by slow technological catch-up. This latent variable which captures the part of human
capital not linked to life expectancy, i.e. might capture absorptive capability, might increase
efficiency and, hence, convergence. This occurs with the adoption of foreign technology
through technology licensing or technology purchase, imports of high technology capital
goods, and the skills acquired by the local labour force (Borensztein et al. 1998, De Mello
1999, Xu 2000).
Our findings support the convergence evolution of output among countries with respect
to human capital. Our latent variable which captures the part of human capital not linked
to life expectancy, i.e. might measure absorptive capability of a country, thus the capability
to assimilate innovations, influences efficiency distribution and it acts as a transmission
channel to diffuse technology. Hence, it induces catching-up to the production frontier, but
not necessarily shifts of it.

4

Conclusion

The recent economic slowdown first in USA during late nineties and then in Europe in 2001
leads the economists to question the recipe for endogenous self-sustained economic growth.
Economic growth literature emphasizes the importance of human capital in spurring pructivity growth. Moreover, the productivity analysis recognizes the importance of considering
the spillover effects of global shocks and business cycles due to increasing globalization and
interconnection among countries.
So far all studies analysing effect of human capital on productivity of countries have
produced ambiguous empirical results due to endogeneity and latent heterogeneity. Many
empirical studies have been on the stream of parametric modelling which suffers of misspecification problems when the data generating process is unknown, as usual in the applied
studies.
In order to avoid the pitfalls of these parametric cross-regression studies we propose an
16

alternative empirical methodology, robust frontier in non parametric location-scale models
for accommodating simultaneously the problem of model specification uncertainty, potential
endogeneity and cross-section dependence in modelling technical efficiency in frontier models.
The neglect of a latent factor, or unobserved global factors (hence cross section dependence) or an observed one will cause an endogeneity problem (Simar et al. 2015). We combine
two different methodology, the two-step procedure advanced by Florens et al. (2014), which
enables us to deal with both observed heterogeneity and cross section dependence by combining location scale model and conditional efficiency estimation and Simar et al. (2015)
which handles the endogeneity due to unobserved heterogeneity.
Our non parametric approach to estimate conditional efficiency does not require any
parametric assumption regarding technology or efficiency term. Moreover, the assumption
of complete homogeneity of considered units is not needed. Therefore the economic units
under investigation, can potentially consist of different groups of population governed by
different distributional laws of the generation of input-output mix and on efficiency. This is
an advantage in our sample formed by developed and developing countries which most likely
have different distributions of efficiency scores.
Moreover our frontier model enables us to see whether the effect of environmental/global
variables on productivity occurs via technology change or efficiency. We can then quantify
the impact of environmental/global factors on efficiency levels and make inferences about
the contributions of these variables in affecting efficiency.
The “new” growth theory of Romer (1990a), Lucas (1988) and Barro (1997) has human
capital playing an important role in growth because human capital can help in explaining
an economy’s capacity to absorb new technologies (Abromovitz 1986, Cohen and Levinthal
1989, Kneller 2005, Kneller and Stevens 2006, Mastromarco and Ghosh 2009). Our paper
extends previous studies on similar topics by investigating this channel in full nonparametric framework which avoids some restrictive and often unverifiable prior assumptions on
functional relationships and distributions.
We focus on the effect of human capital on economic performance of 40 countries over the
period 1970-2007. In a cross-country framework, production inefficiencies can be identified
as the distance of the individual country’s production from the frontier as proxied by the
maximum output of the reference country (regarded as an empirical counterpart of an optimal
production boundary). Hence, efficiency improvement will represent productivity catch-up
via technology diffusion because inefficiencies generally reflect a sluggish adoption of new
technologies (Ahn and Sickles 2000).
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Our findings prove that human capital plays an important role in accelerating the technological catch-up (increase in the efficiency) but not on the technological changes (shifts in the
frontier). This result seems to confirm the theoretical hypothesis that countries benefit from
new technology (technological catch-up) only when they have the ability to exploit it, hence
only when they have high level of absorptive capability. Countries can switch to a better
technology if they accumulate the technology-specific expertise (Greenwood and Jovanovic
2001, Helpman and Rangel 1999).
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Country
USA
NZL
AUS
BOL
KOR
IRL
PHL
ISR
CAN
ZWE
NOR
ARG
ZMB
KEN
DNK
NLD
BEL
SWE
JAM
CHL
JPN
DOM
FIN
TUR
CIV
AUT
MWI
HND
MEX
GER
HKG
GBR
GRC
THA
VEN
FRA
PRT
ITA
ESP
MAR

Mean
0.969
0.953
0.890
0.887
0.861
0.827
0.774
0.765
0.739
0.703
0.694
0.690
0.662
0.661
0.629
0.598
0.592
0.582
0.558
0.537
0.511
0.456
0.429
0.396
0.341
0.319
0.315
0.312
0.309
0.297
0.290
0.285
0.273
0.232
0.188
0.141
0.111
0.103
0.084
0.050

Std. Dev.
0.021
0.028
0.020
0.087
0.065
0.023
0.084
0.041
0.066
0.227
0.171
0.077
0.188
0.203
0.067
0.075
0.039
0.110
0.258
0.125
0.105
0.088
0.110
0.102
0.240
0.124
0.169
0.089
0.120
0.287
0.078
0.125
0.081
0.068
0.129
0.116
0.045
0.043
0.112
0.025

Change (%)
0.001
0.001
-0.001
0.011
0.004
-0.001
0.009
-0.003
0.005
0.015
0.018
-0.001
0.039
0.049
-0.004
0.005
-0.008
0.024
0.034
-0.009
0.007
0.009
-0.014
-0.014
0.073
-0.024
0.056
0.009
0.038
0.103
0.005
-0.032
-0.001
0.017
-0.001
0.126
-0.057
-0.013
0.104
0.025

Table 1: Estimated latent factor Vb of 40 countries over 1970 till 2007: mean and standard
deviation over time and change in % from 1970 to 2007.
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t
L·t
K·t
H·t
Y·t
F DI
t
L·t
K·t
H·t
Y·t
F DI
t
L·t
K·t
H·t
Y·t
F DI

Pearson correlations
εL
εK
εH
εY
-0.0115 -0.0522 -0.0470 -0.0521
-0.0279
0.0142 -0.0026 -0.0063
-0.0369
0.0212 -0.0171
0.0089
-0.0096
0.0086 -0.0067
0.0112
-0.0353
0.0187 -0.0142
0.0104
0.0081 -0.0052 -0.0251
0.0066
Spearman rank correlations
-0.0127 -0.0690 -0.0476 -0.0533
-0.0278
0.0229
0.0070 -0.0095
-0.0454
0.0308 -0.0193
0.0117
-0.0132
0.0119 -0.0121
0.0131
-0.0379
0.0302 -0.0154
0.0140
0.0273 -0.0168 -0.0229
0.0223
Kendall correlations
-0.0082 -0.0452 -0.0320 -0.0348
-0.0192
0.0151
0.0049 -0.0064
-0.0316
0.0204 -0.0126
0.0081
-0.0090
0.0072 -0.0080
0.0090
-0.0266
0.0202 -0.0101
0.0096
0.0185 -0.0104 -0.0156
0.0146

εV
-0.0162
0.0053
-0.0023
-0.0023
-0.0023
0.0244
-0.0188
0.0107
0.0046
0.0038
0.0030
0.0262
-0.0121
0.0065
0.0036
0.0027
0.0024
0.0178

Table 2: Correlation between εL , εK , εH , εY , εV and the factor Ft = t, L·t , K·t , H·t , Y·t and
F DI

R&D
0.2916
(0.0000)

Acc.
0.1642
(0.0001)

V̂

0.3540
(0.0000)

0.2432
(0.0001)

V̂

0.2312
(0.0000)

0.1575
(0.0001)

V̂

Pearson correlations
P ol.Stab. Gov.Ef f ect. Reg.Qual.
0.2061
0.1887
0.1288
(0.0013)
(0.0005)
(0.0123)
Spearman rank correlations
0.2007
0.2266
0.1569
(0.0013)
(0.0005)
(0.0123)
Kendall correlations
0.1273
0.1379
0.0993
(0.0013)
(0.0005)
(0.0123)

Ruleof Law
0.2008
(0.0000)

Controlof Corr.
0.1774
(0.0004)

0.2781
(0.0000)

0.2295
(0.0004)

0.1776
(0.0000)

0.1392
(0.0004)

Table 3: Correlation between V̂ and R&D, the government quality indicators = Accountability, Political Stability, Government Effectiveness,s Regulatory Quality, Rule of Law, Control
of Corruption. P-values for testing the hypothesis of no correlation in parentheses.
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Figure 1: Distribution of latent factor Vb for the countries under analysis.
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Evolution of Latent Factor over Time
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Figure 2: Evolution over time of latent factor Vb for Australia (AUS), Belgium (BEL), Italy
(ITA), Morocco (MAR), New Zealand (NZL), Spain (ESP) and United States (USA).
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Figure 3: Estimated differences of marginal and conditional efficiency of order-m = 1 frontier
(left panel) and order-m = 500 frontier (right panel). The sample size n=1520
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